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Abstract

Federated learning (FL) is an emerging distributed ma-
chine learning method that empowers in-situ model training
on decentralized edge devices. However, multiple simul-
taneous FL tasks could overload resource-constrained de-
vices. In this work, we propose the first FL system to effec-
tively coordinate and train multiple simultaneous FL tasks.
We first formalize the problem of training simultaneous FL
tasks. Then, we present our new approach, MAS (Merge
and Split), to optimize the performance of training multiple
simultaneous FL tasks. MAS starts by merging FL tasks into
an all-in-one FL task with a multi-task architecture. After
training for a few rounds, MAS splits the all-in-one FL task
into two or more FL tasks by using the affinities among tasks
measured during the all-in-one training. It then continues
training each split of FL tasks based on model parameters
from the all-in-one training. Extensive experiments demon-
strate that MAS outperforms other methods while reducing
training time by 2× and reducing energy consumption by
40%. We hope this work will inspire the community to fur-
ther study and optimize training simultaneous FL tasks.

1. Introduction

Federated learning (FL) [34] has attracted considerable
attention as it enables privacy-preserving distributed model
training among decentralized devices. It is empowering
growing numbers of applications in both academia and in-
dustry, such as medical imaging analysis [29, 41], Google
Keyboard [16], and autonomous vehicles [55, 39]. Among
them, some applications contain multiple application tasks.
For example, autonomous vehicles are related to multiple
resource-intensive computer vision (CV) tasks, including
lane detection, object detection, and segmentation [20].

In fact, the majority of edge devices (e.g., NVIDIA Je-
ston TX2 and AGX Xavier) can only support one FL task at
a time [30]. Multiple simultaneous FL tasks on the same de-
vice could overwhelm its memory, computation, and power

*most of the work done in S-Lab, Nanyang Technological University
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Figure 1: Existing methods suffer from a trade-off between
training time and test loss (lower test loss means better per-
formance) when training 9 simultaneous FL tasks, whereas
our method navigates a sweet point, achieving the best test
loss with 2.1× training time reduction. One-by-one trains
FL tasks one after another; All-in-one combines tasks into
a multi-task learning network before training it in FL.

capacities. Thus, it is important to navigate solutions to well
coordinate these simultaneous FL tasks.

A plethora of research on FL are mainly devoted to ad-
dressing challenges such as statistical heterogeneity [28,
48], system heterogeneity [6, 51, 56], communication ef-
ficiency [23, 61, 27, 50], and privacy issues [2, 19]. Most of
the existing works only focus on one FL task, overlooking
the fact that certain applications, such as self-driving cars
or intelligent manufacturing robots, need to tackle multi-
ple FL tasks simultaneously [20, 13]. To address this issue,
Bonawitz et.al [4] designed multi-tenancy to prevent simul-
taneous FL tasks from overloading devices. However, their
proposed method is slow in training because it regards these
tasks as independent training tasks and trains them sequen-
tially. This one-by-one training method only considers the
differences among tasks, neglecting potential synergies.

Another intuitive solution is to adopt multi-task learning
(MTL) to train multiple FL tasks by combining these tasks
into an all-in-one neural network. This network has one
encoder shared among tasks and multiple task-specific de-
coders. It could prevent overloading devices and speeds up
the training process as only one neural network is trained.
However, it could result in worse performance because not

This ICCV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
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all tasks are beneficial to the others when training together
[22, 60]. Simply combining FL tasks together only takes
into account their synergies while overlooking their distinc-
tions. Figure 1 shows that either the all-in-one (only consid-
ers task synergies) or the one-by-one method (only consid-
ers task differences) suffers from a trade-off between train-
ing time and test loss.

In this work, we propose MAS (i.e. Merge and Split), the
first FL system to effectively coordinate and train multiple
simultaneous FL tasks under resource constraints by con-
sidering both synergies and differences among these tasks.
We first formalize the problem of training multiple simul-
taneous FL tasks. To address this problem, we introduce
MAS to optimize the performance. Specifically, MAS starts
by merging these FL tasks into an all-in-one FL task with
a multi-task architecture, which shares common layers and
has specialized layers for each task. After training the all-
in-one FL task for certain rounds, MAS splits this all-in-
one task into two or more FL tasks based on their synergies
and differences measured by affinity scores during training.
Lastly, MAS continues training each split of FL tasks with
models trained in the all-in-one process.

Figure 1 shows that MAS achieves the best test loss with
2.1× training time reduction compared to the one-by-one
method on training nine FL tasks. We also demonstrate that
it reduces energy consumption by over 40% while achieving
superior performance to other methods via extensive exper-
iments on three different sets of FL tasks. We believe that
MAS is beneficial for many real-world applications such as
autonomous vehicles and robotics. We summarize our con-
tributions as follows:

• We formalize the problem of training multiple simul-
taneous FL tasks. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to conduct an in-depth investigation into
the training of multiple simultaneous FL tasks.

• We propose MAS, a new FL system to effectively coor-
dinate and train simultaneous FL tasks by considering
both synergies and differences among these tasks.

• We establish baselines for training multiple simultane-
ous FL tasks and demonstrate that MAS elevates per-
formance with significantly less training time and en-
ergy consumption via extensive empirical studies.

2. Related Work
In this section, we provide a literature review of feder-

ated learning and multi-task learning.
Federated Learning emerges as a privacy-aware and

distributed learning paradigm that uses a central server to
coordinate multiple decentralized clients to train models
[34, 21]. The majority of studies aim to address the chal-
lenges of FL, including statistical heterogeneity [28, 48,

49, 66, 53, 58, 65, 45, 57, 11, 64], system heterogeneity
[6, 51, 31], communication efficiency [34, 25, 23, 61], and
privacy concerns [2, 19]. Numerous methods are proposed
to cluster FL clients into groups to address statistical het-
erogeneity [14, 37, 63]. They aim to cluster models that
are trained on clients with similar distribution, whereas our
proposed MAS differs fundamentally from these methods
as it splits simultaneous FL tasks into groups. Several other
attempts have been made [42, 33] on federated multi-task
learning in order to learn personalized models to tackle
statistical heterogeneity. These personalized FL methods
mainly focus on training one FL task of an application in a
client. Training multiple simultaneous FL tasks is rarely ex-
plored. The prior work [4] designs multi-tenancy in an FL
system to schedule and train these tasks sequentially. This
one-by-one method is slow in training and only considers
the differences among these FL tasks.

Multi-task Learning is a popular machine learning ap-
proach to learn models that can generalize on multiple tasks
[46, 59]. A plethora of studies investigate parameter shar-
ing approaches that share common layers of a similar archi-
tecture [5, 10, 3, 36]. Besides, many studies employ new
techniques to address the negative transfer problem [22, 60]
among tasks, including soft parameter sharing [9, 35], neu-
ral architecture search [32, 18, 47, 15, 44], and dynamic
loss reweighting strategies [24, 7, 52]. Instead of training
all tasks together, task grouping trains only similar tasks to-
gether. The early works of task grouping [22, 26] are not
adaptable to DNN. Recently, several studies analyze task
similarity [43] and task affinities [12] for task grouping. The
state-of-the-art task grouping methods [43, 12], however,
are unsuitable for training multiple simultaneous FL tasks
because they mainly focus on inference efficiency. They
would train a task multiple times as their task groups al-
ways contain overlapped tasks. This motivates us to exploit
task merging and task splitting to group and train multiple
simultaneous FL tasks.

3. Method
In this section, we start by providing problem definition

for training multiple simultaneous FL tasks. Then, we pro-
pose Merge and Split (MAS) method that first merges tasks
into an all-in-one FL task and then splits it into two or more
splits for further training.

3.1. Problem Definition

In the federated learning setting, the majority of studies
consider optimizing the following problem:

min
ω∈Rd

f(ω) :=

K∑
k=1

pkfk(ω) :=

K∑
k=1

pkEξk∼Dk
[fk(ω; ξk)],

(1)
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where ω is the optimization variable, K is the number of se-
lected clients to execute training, fk(ω) is the loss function
of client k, pk is the weight of client k in model aggrega-
tion, and ξk is the training data sampled from data distri-
bution Dk of client k. FedAvg [34] is a popular federated
learning algorithm, which sets pk to be proportional to the
dataset size of client k.

In fact, Equation 1 only illustrates the objective of train-
ing a single FL task. In real-world scenarios, an FL server
could receive multiple simultaneous FL tasks, denoted as a
set A = {α1, α2, . . . , αn}. These tasks aim to train a set
of models W = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn}, where each model ωi

is for task αi. By defining M(αi;ωi) as the performance
measurement of each FL task αi, the overall objective is to
maximize the performance of all FL tasks

∑n
i=1M(αi;ωi)

with minimum training time, under the constraint that each
client k has limited memory budget and computation bud-
get. These budgets constrain the number of simultaneous
FL tasks nk on client k. Besides, as devices have limited
battery life, it is important to minimize the energy consump-
tion and training time to obtainW for FL tasks A.

In this work, we assume that each client can execute one
FL task at a time (nk = 1). This is common for the major-
ity of current edge devices1. Besides, we assume that the
models W = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn} share the same backbone
architecture but have different decoder architectures. This
is a practical assumption for many real-world applications
and industrial practices [40, 13].

3.2. Architecture Overview

Figure 2 depicts the architecture overview and training
process of our proposed MAS, which trains simultaneous
FL tasks efficiently by considering both synergies and dif-
ferences among these tasks. It contains a server to coordi-
nate FL tasks and a pool of clients to execute training.

The training process of MAS is as follows: 1) The server
receives multiple FL tasks A = {α1, α2, . . . , αn} to train
modelsW = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn} and merges these FL tasks
into an all-in-one FL task α0 with a multi-task model ϕ.
2) The server schedules α0 to train ϕ. 3) The server it-
eratively selects K clients from the client pool to train α0

through FL process for R0 rounds. In each round, the server
sends model ϕ to the selected clients; the clients train ϕ
and calculate task affinity scores Ŝ before uploading these
training updates to the server. 4) The server uses the affin-
ity scores Ŝ to split the all-in-one FL task α0 into two or
more FL task splits {A1,A2, . . . }, where each split trains
non-overlapping subset ofW . The number of splits can be
determined by the inference budget for the number of con-
current models. 5) The server iterates steps 2 and 3 to train

1Edges devices, e.g., NVIDIA Jetson TX2 and AGX Xavier, have only
one GPU; GPU virtualization [17] that enables concurrent training on the
same GPU currently are mainly for the cloud stack.
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Figure 3: Illustration of network architecture changes in
MAS. Initially, each FL task employs an encoder and a de-
coder. MAS first merges these FL tasks into an all-in-one
FL task with a multi-task architecture. Then, it splits the
all-in-one FL task into two or more splits.

Aj . We summarize MAS in Algorithm 1 and the network
architecture changes in Figure 3.

3.3. Merge FL Tasks Into an All-in-one Task

The server receives multiple FL tasks and merges them
into an all-in-one FL task with multi-task architecture. This
is based on the practical assumption discussed in Section
3.1 that the models of these FL tasks could share similar
model architecture – sharing the same backbone architec-
ture and having task-specific decoders. We can merge these
FL tasks into an all-in-one FL task α0 that trains a multi-
task model ϕ = {θs} ∪ {θαi |αi ∈ A}, where θs is the
shared model parameters and θαi

is the specific parameters
for FL task αi ∈ A. The loss function for training the all-
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in-one FL task in each client is as followed:

L(X , θs, {θαi
}) =

∑
αi∈A

Lαi
(X , θs, θαi

), (2)

where X is batch of data and Lαi
denotes the loss function

of each FL task αi ∈ A. This formulation is generally ap-
plicable to different loss weights, but we set the loss weight
to one for simplicity of notations.

Merging FL tasks into an all-in-one task effectively re-
duces the training time (Figure 1), as we only need to train
one task instead of multiple tasks sequentially. However,
simply training with the all-in-one FL task leads to unsatis-
factory performance on total test loss, because it only con-
siders synergies among tasks, neglecting the negative trans-
fer problems [22, 60] in multi-task learning. Consequently,
we further propose to split the all-in-one FL task consider-
ing both synergies and differences among these tasks.

3.4. Split All-in-one FL Task Into Multiple Splits

MAS divides the all-in-one FL task α0 into multiple
splits after it is trained for certain rounds. Essentially,
we aim to split A = {α1, α2, . . . , αn} into multiple non-
overlapping groups such that FL tasks within a group have
better synergy. Let {A1,A2, . . . ,Am} be subsets of A, we
aim to find a disjoint set I of A, where I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m},
|I| ≤ |A|,

⋃
j∈I Aj = A, and

⋂
j∈I Aj = ∅. Each split

Aj trains a model ϕj = {θjs} ∪ {θαi
|αi ∈ Aj}, which is

a multi-task network when Aj contains more than one FL
task, where θjs is the shared model parameters and θαi

is the
specific parameters for FL task αi ∈ Aj . The core question
is how to determine set I to split these FL tasks considering
their synergies and differences.

Inspired by TAG [12] that measures task affinities for
task grouping, we employ affinities among multiple simul-
taneous FL tasks for splitting via four stages: 1) Each client
measures affinities among FL tasks during all-in-one train-
ing every ρ batchs and averages them over E local epoch; 2)
The server obtains affinity scores by aggregating the affini-
ties over K participating clients; 3) The system computes
the affinity scores of different combinations of subsets of
FL tasks and select the best subset that achieve the high-
est affinity score; 4) The server splits the all-in-one model
ϕ following the combination of tasks and continues train-
ing each split with its model initialized with parameters ob-
tained from all-in-one training. Particularly, during training
of all-in-one FL task α0, we measure the affinity of FL task
αi onto αj at time step t in client k with the equation:

Sk,tαi→αj
= 1−

Lαj
(X k,t, θk,t+1

s,αi
, θk,tαj

)

Lαj
(X k,t, θk,ts , θk,tαj )

, (3)

whereLαj is the loss function of αj ,X k,t is a batch of train-
ing data, and θk,ts and θk,t+1

s,αi
are the shared model param-

eters before and after updated by αi, respectively. A pos-
itive value of Sk,tαi→αj

means that task αi helps reduce the
loss of αj ; the higher value of Sk,tαi→αj

suggests that these
two tasks are better to train together. This equation mea-
sures the affinity of one time step of one client. We approx-
imate affinity scores for each round by averaging the values
over T time steps in E local epochs and K selected clients:
Ŝαi→αj

= 1
KET

∑K
k=1

∑E
e=1

∑T
t=1 Sk,tαi→αj

, where T is
the total time steps determined by the frequency ρ of calcu-
lating Equation 3, e.g., ρ = 5 means measuring the affinity
in each client in every five batches.

These affinity scores measure pair-wise affinities be-
tween FL tasks. We next use them to calculate total affinity
scores of a split with

∑n
i=1 Ŝαi

, where Ŝαi
is the averaged

affinity score onto each FL task. For example, a grouping of
two splits among five FL tasks is {α1, α2}and{α3, α4, α5},
where {, } denotes a split. The affinity score onto α1 is
Ŝα1

= Ŝα2→α1
and the affinity score onto α3 is Ŝα3

=
(Ŝα4→α3

+Ŝα5→α3
)/2. Consequently, we can find the set I

with |I| elements for subsets ofA that maximize
∑n

i=1 Ŝαi
,

where |I| defines the number of elements.
It is important to note the differences between our

method and TAG [12]. Firstly, TAG focuses on inference ef-
ficiency, thus it allows overlapping task grouping that could
train one task multiple times. In contrast, our focus is fun-
damentally different: we focus on training efficiency and
consider only non-overlapping splitting of FL tasks. Sec-
ondly, TAG is computation-intensive for higher numbers of
splits, e.g., it fails to produce results of five splits of nine
tasks in a week, whereas we only need seconds of computa-
tion. Thirdly, TAG rules out the possibility that a split con-
tains only one task. The calculated value of Ŝαi → αi from
Equation 3 is larger than the values of Ŝαi → αj , where
i ̸= j. As a result, one task αi ∈ A consistently receives
the highest score during splitting and is always assigned as
a group. TAG sets Ŝαi→αi

= 1e−6, resulting in no group
contains only a single task because the scores of other com-
binations are larger than 1e−6. To overcome these issues,
we propose a new method to calculate the value as follows:

Ŝαi→αi
=

∑
j∈N\{i}

(Ŝαi→αj + Ŝαj→αi)

2n− 2
, (4)

where N = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The intuition of this equation is
to measure the normalized affinity of task αi to other tasks
and other tasks to αi, thus, it is dubbed self-affinity. Equa-
tion 4 overrides the values in Equation 3 in affinity score
calculation. Fourthly, we focus on training multiple simul-
taneous FL tasks, thus, we further aggregate affinity scores
over K selected clients. Finnaly, TAG trains each set Aj

from scratch, whereas we initialize their models with the
parameters obtained from all-in-one training. Table 1 shows
that this change significantly boosts the performance.
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Algorithm 1 Our Proposed MAS

1: Input: FL tasks A = {α1, . . . , αn}, available clients
C, number of selected clients K, local epoch E, ag-
gregation weight of client k pk, training rounds R, all-
in-one training rounds R0, the number of splits x, fre-
quency of computing affinities ρ, batch size B

2: Output: modelsW = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn}
3:
4: ServerExecution:
5: Receive FL tasks A and merge modelsW into a multi-

task model ϕ0 = {θs} ∪ {θαi
|αi ∈ A} ▷ Merging

6: Initialize ϕ0

7: for each round r = 0, 1, ..., R0 − 1 do
8: Cr ← (Randomly select K clients from C)
9: for client k ∈ Cr in parallel do

10: ϕk,r, Ŝk,rαi→αj
← ClientExecution(ϕr, A, ρ)

11: ϕr+1 ←
∑

k∈Cr

pkϕ
k,r

12: Ŝrαi→αj
← 1

K

∑
k∈Cr

Ŝk,rαi→αj

13: Compute self-affinity Ŝrαi→αi
using Eqn. 4

14: Compute a disjoint partition set I of FL tasks A for x
splits {Aj |j ∈ I} that maximizes Ŝrαi

using affinity
scores Ŝrαi→αj

, ∀αi, αj ∈ A ▷ Splitting
15: for each element j ∈ I do ▷ Schedule to train
16: Initialize ϕj = {θjs} ∪ {θαi

|αi ∈ Aj} with param-
eters of ϕ

17: for each round r = 0, 1, ..., R−R0 − 1 do
18: Cr ← (Random select K from C)
19: for client k ∈ Cr in parallel do
20: ϕk,r

j , ← ClientExecution(ϕr
j , Aj , 0)

21: ϕr+1
j ←

∑
k∈Cr

pkϕ
k,r
j

22: ReconstructW = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn} from {ϕj |j ∈ I}
23: ReturnW
24:
25: ClientExecution (ϕ, A, ρ):
26: T = ⌊Bρ ⌋ if ρ ̸= 0 else 0
27: for local epoch e = 1, ..., E do
28: Update model parameters ϕ w.r.t FL tasks A
29: for each time-step t = 1, ..., T (every ρ batches) do
30: Compute Stαi→αj

using Eqn. 3, ∀αi, αj ∈ A

31: Ŝαi→αj
= 1

ET

E∑
e=1

T∑
t=1
Stαi→αj

, ∀αi, αj ∈ A

32: Return ϕ, Ŝαi→αj

4. Experiments

We evaluate the performance and resource usage of MAS
and study the following questions: 1) How effective are the
splits from MAS? 2) When to split the all-in-one FL task?

3) How much MAS can outperform the baseline of training
each client independently? 4) What are the impacts of local
epoch and the number of selected clients?

4.1. Experiment Setup

Dataset and Federated Simulation. We construct our
experiments using Taskonomy dataset [54], which is a large
and challenging computer vision dataset of indoor scenes of
buildings. We run experiments with N = 32 clients, where
each client contains a dataset of one building to simulate the
statistical heterogeneity. Figure 4 shows the data amount
distribution over 32 clients; some clients have only 4,000
images, whereas some clients have over 16,000 images. We
design three sets of FL tasks to evaluate the robustness of
MAS under different combintations and different numbers
of CV tasks. These three sets are sdnkt, erckt, and
sdnkterca; each character represents an FL task2. The
sdnkterca set is especially challenging with 9 FL tasks.
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0
4000
8000

12000
16000
20000

#
of

Im
ag

es

Figure 4: The data amount distribution of 32 FL clients. It
simulates the challenging statistical heterogeneity.

Implementation Details. We implement our proposed
MAS by PyTorch [38] and EasyFL [62] 3. We simulate
the FL training on a cluster of NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs,
where each node in the cluster contains 8 GPUs. In each
round, each selected client is allocated to a GPU to conduct
training; these clients communicate via the NCCL backend.
Besides, we employ FedAvg [34] for the server aggregation.
By default, we randomly select K = 4 clients to train for
E = 1 local epochs in each round and train for R = 100
rounds. The batch size is B = 64 for sdnkt and erckt
and B = 32 for sdnkterca. We use the modified Xcep-
tion Network [8] as the encoder for FL tasks of sdnkt and
erckt, and half size of the network (half amount of param-
eters) for FL tasks of sdnkterca. The decoders contain
four deconvolution layers and four convolution layers. The
optimizer is stochastic gradient descent (SGD), with mo-
mentum of 0.9 and weight decay 1e−4. The learning rate is
initiated as η = 0.1 and is updated with polynomial learning
rate decay (1− r

R )0.9 in each round, where r is the number

2The meaning of each character in sdnkterca are as follows; s: se-
mantic segmentation, d: depth estimation, n: normals, k: keypoint, t:
edge texture, e: edge occlusion, r: reshaping, c: principle curvature, a:
auto-encoder.

3Our codes are available at https://github.com/EasyFL-AI/EasyFL/
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Method Test Loss Training Time Energy
(GPU × hours) (Kwh)

One-by-one 0.603 ± 0.030 16.9 ± 0.5 8.4 ± 0.1

FedAvg a 0.677 ± 0.018 7.3 ± 0.3 3.7 ± 0.1
FedProx a 0.711 ± 0.070 7.7± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.7

GradNorm a 0.691 ± 0.013 7.8 ± 0.6 4.1 ± 0.4

HOA-2 0.651 ± 0.029 63.0 ± 0.9 31.0 ± 0.5
HOA-3 0.598 ± 0.029 63.0 ± 0.9 31.0 ± 0.5
HOA-4 0.597 ± 0.015 63.0 ± 0.9 31.0 ± 0.5

TAG-2 0.624 ± 0.015 17.4 ± 0.5 9.8 ± 0.3
TAG-3 0.613 ± 0.032 20.5 ± 0.7 11.3 ± 0.2
TAG-4 0.603 ± 0.027 25.2 ± 0.8 13.7 ± 0.3

MAS-2 0.578 ± 0.015 8.8 ± 0.5 4.9 ± 0.3
MAS-3 0.555 ± 0.015 9.7 ± 0.5 5.4 ± 0.3
MAS-4 0.548 ± 0.001 12.9 ± 0.6 6.7 ± 0.3

aAll-in-one methods

Figure 5: Comparison of test loss, training time, and en-
ergy consumption on a set of five FL tasks sdnkt, where
each character represents an FL task. The figure visualizes
the table on test loss and training time. Our proposed MAS
achieves the best performance with only slight increases in
training time than all-in-one methods, but it requires signif-
icant less training time than the other methods.

of trained rounds. We measure the statistical performance
of a FL task set using the sum of test losses and measure
the training time and energy consumption [1]. Most of the
experimental results are from three independent runs. More
experimental details are provided in the supplementary.

4.2. Performance Evaluation

We conduct the performance comparison, in terms of to-
tal test loss of all tasks, training time, and energy consump-
tion, among the following methods: 1) one-by-one train-
ing of FL tasks; 2) all-in-one training of FL tasks using
FedAvg; 3) all-in-one training with multi-task optimiza-
tion (GradNorm [7]) and federated optimization (FedProx
[28]); 4) HOA [43] method that groups FL tasks by esti-
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Figure 6: Comparison of test loss and training time on two
FL task sets: (a) erckt and (b) sdnkterca. Our method
achieves the best performance with only a slight increase in
training time than all-in-one methods and much less training
time than the other methods.

mating higher-order of groupings from pair-wise tasks per-
formance and then trains each group from scratch; 5) TAG
[12] method that groups FL tasks only based on task affinity
and trains each group from scratch; 6) Our proposed MAS.

Figure 5 compares the performance of the above meth-
ods on a set of five simultaneous FL tasks sdnkt. The
methods that achieve lower total test loss and lower en-
ergy consumption are better. At the one extreme, all-in-one
methods consume the least training time and energy, but
their test losses are the highest. Simply applying multi-task
learning optimization (GradNorm [7]) or federated opti-
mization (FedProx [28]), can hardly improve performance.
At the other extreme, HOA can achieve comparable test
losses, but it demands long training time and high energy
consumption (around 4− 6× of ours) to compute pair-wise
tasks for higher-order estimation. Although the one-by-one
method and TAG [12] present a good balance between test
loss and system metric, MAS is superior in both aspects;
it achieves the best test loss with ∼2× reduction on train-
ing time and ∼40% less energy consumption. We evaluate
the performance of splitting the all-in-one FL task into 2, 3,
and 4 splits in our method, denoted as MAS-2, MAS-3, and
MAS-4, respectively. More splits lead to longer training
time, but it could help further reduce test losses.

In addition, Figure 6 further compares the performance
of total test loss and training time on another five-task
set erckt and a nine-task set sdnkterca. They gen-
erally achieve similar results as task set sdnkt. In set
sdnkterca, we further find that splitting into more splits
may not always improve the total test loss, though they are
still better than other methods. The reason could be that it is
easier to find tasks that have better synergies when training
with more simultaneous tasks. HOA on erckt is at least
5.5× slower than our method. We do not report HOA for
sdnkterca due to computation constraints; HOA com-
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Task Splits Ours Train from Scratch Train from Initialization
Set Optimal Worst Optimal Worst

sdnkt
2 0.578 ± 0.015 0.622 ± 0.007 0.685 ± 0.010 0.595 ± 0.008 0.595 ± 0.004
3 0.555 ± 0.008 0.585 ± 0.026 0.674 ± 0.022 0.560 ± 0.006 0.578 ± 0.006

erckt
2 1.039 ± 0.024 1.070 ± 0.013 1.312 ± 0.065 1.048 ± 0.024 1.068 ± 0.037
3 1.015 ± 0.018 1.058 ± 0.029 1.243 ± 0.099 1.020 ± 0.012 1.052 ± 0.026

Table 1: Performance (total test loss) comparison of our proposed MAS with the optimal and worst splits. Our method
achieves the best performance, indicating the effectiveness of the splits obtained from MAS.
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Figure 7: Changes of affinity scores of one FL task to the
other on task set sdnkterca. FL task d and r have high
inter-task scores. The trends of affinities emerge at the early
stage of training.

putes at least 36 pairs of FL tasks (∼720 GPU hours).

4.3. How Effective are the Splits From MAS?

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the splitting method
in MAS by comparing it with the performance of splits with
possible optimal and worst splits. The optimal and worst
splits are obtained with two steps: 1) we measure the per-
formance over all combinations of two splits and three splits
of an FL task set by training them from scratch;4 2) we se-
lect the combination that yields the best performance as the
optimal split and the worst performance as the worst split.

Table 1 compares the total test loss of MAS with the op-
timal and worst splits trained in two ways: 1) training each
split from scratch; 2) training each split based on model pa-
rameters obtained from all-in-one training, which is adopted
in our method but not in TAG [12]. On the one hand, train-
ing from initialization outperforms training from scratch
in all settings. It suggests that initializing each split with
all-in-one training model parameters can significantly im-
prove the performance. On the other hand, our splitting
method achieves the best performance in all settings, even
though training from initialization reduces the gaps of dif-
ferent splits (the optimal and worst splits). These results
indicate the effectiveness of the splits obtained from MAS.

4There are fifteen and twenty-five combinations of two and three splits,
respectively, for a set of five tasks.
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Figure 8: Comparison of training all-in-one tasks for differ-
ent R0 rounds. Fixing the total training rounds R = 100,
MAS achieves the best performance when R0 ∈ {30, 40}.

4.4. When to Split the All-in-one FL Task?

We further answer the question that how many R0

rounds should we train the all-in-one FL task before split-
ting. It is determined by two factors: 1) the rounds needed
to obtain affinity scores for a reasonable splitting; 2) the
rounds that yield the best overall performance.

Affinity Analysis. We analyze changes in affinity
scores over the course of training to show that MAS can use
early-stage affinity scores for splitting. Figure 7 presents the
affinity scores of different FL tasks to one FL task on task
set sdnkterca. Figure 7a and 7b indicate that FL task
d and FL task r have high inter-task affinity scores; they
are split into the same group as a result. In contrast, both
d and r have high-affinity score to FL task s in Figure 7c,
but not vice versa. These trends emerge in the early stage
of training, thus, we employ the affinity scores of the 10-th
round for splitting by default; they are effective in achieving
promising results as shown in Figure 5 and 6. We provide
more affinity scores of FL tasks in the supplementary.

The Impact of R0 Rounds. Figure 8 compares the
performance of training R0 for 10 to 90 rounds before split-
ting. Fixing the total training round R = 100, we train
each split of FL tasks for R1 = R − R0 rounds. The re-
sults indicate that MAS achieves the best performance when
R0 = {30, 40} rounds. Training the all-in-one FL task for
enough rounds helps utilize the benefits and synergies of
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Method Total Test Loss
Standalone 1.842
All-in-one 0.677

MAS-2 0.578

(b) Test loss comparison

Figure 9: Performance of standalone training that conducts
training using data in each client independently on task set
sdnkt: (a) shows test loss distribution of 32 clients. (b)
compares test losses of standalone training and FL methods.

training together, but training for too many rounds almost
suppresses the benefits of considering differences among
FL tasks. We suggest training R0 for [30, 40] rounds to
strike a good balance between these two extremes from the
above empirical results and consider other mechanisms to
determine R0 in future works.

4.5. Additional Analysis

We further analyze the performance of standalone train-
ing, the impact of local epoch E, and the impact of the num-
ber of selected clients K in FL using all-in-one training. We
report the results of FL task set sdnkt here and provide
more results in the supplementary.

Standalone Training. Standalone training refers to
training using data of each client independently. Figure 9a
shows the test loss distribution of 32 clients in experiments.
The client ID corresponds to the dataset size distribution in
Figure 4. These results suggest that clients with larger data
sizes may not lead to higher performance. Figure 9b com-
pares test losses of standalone training and FL methods. Ei-
ther all-in-one or our MAS greatly outperforms standalone
training. It suggests the significance of federated learning
when data are not shareable among clients.

Impact of Local Epoch E. Local epoch defines the
number of epochs each client trains before uploading train-
ing updates to the server. Figure 10a compares test losses
of local epochs E = {1, 2, 5, 10}. Larger E could lead to
better performance with higher computation (fixed training
round R = 100), but it is not effective when increasing
E = 5 to E = 10. It suggests the limitation of simply
increasing computation with larger E in improving perfor-
mance. Note that MAS (Table 1) achieves better results than
E = 5 with ∼ 5× less computation.

Impact of The Number of Selected Clients K. Figure
10b compares test losses of the number of selected clients
K = {2, 4, 6, 8, 16} in each round. Increasing the number
of selected clients improves the performance, but the effect
becomes marginal as K increases. Larger K can also be
considered as using more computation in each round. Simi-
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Figure 10: Analysis of the impact of (a) local epoch E and
(b) the number of selected clients K on task set sdnkt.
Larger E and K could reduce losses with more computa-
tion, but the benefit decreases as computation increases.

Method K Total Test Loss
All-in-one 8 0.618

MAS-2 8 0.512

Table 2: Comparison of total test loss using K = 8 selected
clients on FL task set sdnkt. MAS achieves even better
performance on K = 8.

lar to the results of the impact of E, simply increasing com-
putation can only improve performance to a certain extent.
It also shows the significance of MAS that increases perfor-
mance with slightly more computation.

The majority of experiments in this study are conducted
with K = 4. We next analyze the impact of K in MAS with
results of two splits on task set sdnkt in Table 2. The re-
sults indicate that MAS is also effective with K = 8, which
outperforms K = 4 and all-in-one training.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we propose MAS, the first FL system to

effectively coordinate and train multiple simultaneous FL
tasks under resource constraints. In particular, we introduce
task merging and task splitting to consider both synergies
and differences among multiple FL tasks. Extensive em-
pirical studies demonstrate that our method is effective in
elevating performance and significantly reduce the training
time and energy consumption by more than 40%. We be-
lieve that it is important to study training multiple simulta-
neous FL tasks and apply it in many real-world applications.
We hope this research will inspire the community to fur-
ther work on algorithm and system optimizations of train-
ing multiple simultaneous FL tasks. Future work involves
designing better scheduling mechanisms to coordinate these
tasks. Client selection strategies can also be considered to
optimize resource and training allocation.
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